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1. Introduction and summary 
The linearized problem of the unsteady motion of a thin aerofoil of 
infinite span in an incompressible ideal fluid has received considerable 
attention (compare, e.g., the surveys of VAN HEEMERT and GREIDANUS 
[1], REISSNER [2] and TrMMAN [3]). Most of the authors reduce the pro-
blem to the solution of a singular integral equation ( cf. ScHWARZ [ 4]) 
which can be achieved, e.g., with the aid of conformal mapping and 
Fourier series (cf. KusSNER and ScHWARZ [5], VAN HEEMERT and 
GREIDANUS, I.e., and NICKEL [6], [7]), with potential theoretic methods 
(cf. SoHNGEN [8]) or with an inversion formula for the Hilbert transform 
(cf. TRICOMI [9]). 
Recently, JONES [10] attacked the problem with the aid of the Mellin 
transform. After a somewhat laborious analysis he rederived the classical 
formulae for the lift, etc., and he also succeeded in finding an expression 
for the drag on the aerofoil. As a eonsequence of his approximation of 
the form of the aerofoil by polynomials, his expression for the drag 
appears as a double sum involving the coefficients of these polynomials. 
In the author's opinion, the natural tool for solving problems involving 
two-dimensional harmonic functions is complex function theory. And for 
the present problem the technique of sectionally holomorphic functions, 
as devised by MusKHELISHVILI [11] and the Tiflis school seems to be 
particularly adapted. In this way one does not deal primarily with 
boundary 'values of the field variables (like in the integral equation 
formulation) but with a sectionally holomorphic function from which the 
actual values of the field variables in any point of the field can be found 
immediately. This function has to be found as the solution of a so-called 
Hilbert-problem. It should be remarked here, that Muskhelishvili's 
method for solving the integral equation, mentioned above, is, actually, 
to replace the integral equation by an equivalent Hilbert problem for a 
sectionally holomorphic function that is essentially . the same as that 
which is used in the direct approach, proposed here. 
The advantage of a function theoretic approach over potential theoretic 
methods lies in the possibility to calculate quantities defined by integrals 
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along the contour of the profile with the aid of Cauchy's theorem (like 
in the derivation of Blasius' theorem). On the other side,the most serious 
drawback of a function theoretic approach is, of course, that it does not 
permit generalizations to three-dimensional problems or to the case of 
compressible fluids. 
In the present paper the boundary value problem for the velocity 
potential, corresponding to the case of sinusoidal time dependence, is 
reformulated in terms of a Hilbert problem for a sectionally holomorphic 
function .Q(z). It is shown that the regularity conditions at the leading 
and trailing edge of the aerofoil and at infinity determine a unique 
solution which is expressible in terms of Cauchy integrals. The classical 
formulae for lift and moment are derived from the behaviour of .Q(z) at 
infinity, using Cauchy's theorem. Next, an expression for the time avarage 
of the drag, involving products of simple integrals, is found. Here again 
Cauchy's theorem is of valuable assistance. The time averages of the 
work done on the aerofoil in unit time by the lift and the drag, respectively, 
are evaluated and the sum of these quantities is shown to be opposite 
to the average rate of kinetic energy that is carried off in the wake (balance 
of energy). Finally, the limiting case of steady motion is briefly considered 
and some remarks are made on the regularity conditions that have to 
be imposed on the function that represents the shape of the aerofoil. 
2. Mathematical formulation of the problem 
Let the unperturbed motion of the fluid be directed along the positive 
x-axis with velocity U, and let the chord of the aerofoil be 2l. Then we 
can introduce non-dimensional variables by taking l as unit of length, 
ljU as unit of time and el3 ·(where e is the density of the fluid) as unit 
of mass 1). 
We shall assume that the aerofoil is thin (so that it can be approximated 
by its chord), that it has small incidence and small camber and that it 
performs small oscillatory motions about a fixed mean position. Then 
the position of the aerofoil can be described, approximately, by 
y=f(x,t), -1<x<1, 
where I f I < 1, I ~~I < 1, I ~~I < 1. 
These assumptions justify the linearization of the boundary conditions 
at the aerofoil which become (in non-dimensional form) 
+ _ of · of A 
v = v =ox+~ at 1. 
1) Accordingly we have: unit of velocity: U; unit of pressure eU2 ; unit of 
forcejunit of span: elU2 ; unit of moment/unit of span: el2 U 2 ; unit of power/unit 
of span: elU8 • 
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Here A1 is the line y = 0, - 1 < x < 1, which is the zero-order approximation 
of the position of the aerofoil, and v+ and v- are the limiting values of 
the vertical component v(x, y, t) of the perturbation velocity at the upper 
and lower sides of this line, respectively. 
In general, a wake will be present behind the aerofoil, i.e., a line of 
discontinuity along (in linear approximation, cf. REISSNER, I.e., p. 829) 
A2 : y = 0, 1 < x < oo. At this line p (the excess pressure) and v are continu-
ous, but u (the horizontal component of the perturbation velocity) may 
be discontinuous. Hence, introducing a velocity portential q;(x, y, t) by 
u=oq; u=oq; 
ox' oy 
(assuming:irrotational motion), and using the linearized form of Bernoulli's 
equation 
oq; oq; p=-- --ox ot' 
we have at A2 
v+-v-=0;(~ + ~)(q;+-q;-)=0. 
We shall further impose the following regularity conditions: 
near the trailing edge: 
grad q;=0(1) as (x, y)--+ (1, ± 0) (the Kutta-condition); 
near the leading edge: 
grad q;=O(e-1) as e--+ 0, where e= [(x+ 1)2+y2]i; 
at infinity: 
grad q;=o(1), ~~ =o(1) as x2 +y2 --+ oo, except near the wake, 
where: 
grad q;=0(1), ~~ =0(1) as x--+ +oo, y bounded. 
In this paper we shallimit ourselves to the case of sinusoidal vibrations 
of a thin aerofoil, the mean position of which is a straight line with zero 
incidence, i.e., we assume 
(1) 
where k> 0 2) and f1(x) is, in general, complex-valued. This is no serious 
limitatio:p. for the following reasons: 
(a) I~ the case of arbitrary time dependence all linear effects such 
as velocity, pressure, lift, can be obtained by Fourier synthesis. 
2) Since the unit of frequency is Ujl, we have 
k = wlJU, 
where w is the angular frequency of the motion in dimensional units. 
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(b) Formulae fot the time-average of quadratic effects such as the 
drag, which we shall derive on the basis of (1), can easily be generalized 
for the case where f has the form 
.. 
f(x, t) = fo(x) + Re [ I f1(x) e~1]. 
i=l 
This is a consequence of the fact that if 
.. .. 
g(t}=g0 +Re [I g1 e~1], h(t)=h0 +Re [I h1 e~1], 
i=l i-1 
with kt., ... , k .. > 0, then 
(2) 
where Tt1 is the complex conjugate of h1• 
This formula indicates that even for quadratic effects (if they are at 
all obtainable from a linearized theory}, the components with different 
frequencies do not interact, as far as time-averages are concerned. 
Particularly, for the analysis of the effects of sinusoidal vibrations of an 
aerofoil it is unnecessary to make allowance for the deviations of the 
mean position of the aerofoil from a straight line with zero incidence 
(as long as these are small so that the linearization is allowed). 
Until sec. 10 we shall assume k>O. In sec. 10 the limiting case k=O 
will be discussed briefly. 
Putting, in· accordance with (1}, 
(3) rp(x, y, t) = Re [rp1(x, y)eikt], 
and similarly for u, v and p, we have 
(4) 
The potential rp1(x, y) then has to satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) rp1 is a regular (complex-valued) harmonic function in the x, y-
plane, cut along y=O, -1<x<oo, and with its first derivatives continu-
ous in the closure of this domain, except possibly in ( -1, 0), (1, ± 0) 
and at infinity; 
(ii) at A1 (y=O, -1<x<1): 
(5) ~tpl+ = ()~pl- = V(x) ()y ()y ' 
where 
(6) 
(iii) at A2 (y=O, 1<x<oo): · 
(7) 
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where A is constant, as yet unkown ; 
(iv) grad q:>1 = 0(1) as (x, y) -+ (1, ± 0); 
(v) gradp1 =0(e-t) as e=[(x+I)2+y2]t-+O; 
(vi) p1 =o(l), gradp1 =o(l) as x2+y2 -+oo, except when X-+ +oo 
andy remains bounded, in which case p1 =0(1), gradp1 =0(1). 
For convenience, we shall assume that V(x) is Holder-continuous for 
- 1 < x < 1 with index e, 0 < e < ! 3). The possibility of weaker conditions 
on V(x) will be discussed briefly in sec. 11. 
3. Imroduction of the sectionally holomorphic function Q(x) 
Since the potential p1 is complex valued, it cannot be represented as 
the real part of an analytic function. However, it is not difficult to prove 
that p1 is necessarily an odd function of y and then a representation 
by means of an analytic function is readily found. 
Let 1p(x, y)=p1(x, y)+p1(x, -y). Then 1p is harmonic in the cut plane 
From (5) and (7) we see that at A1 and A 2 
mp± = ± (~q;l+ - ~q;l-) =0. 
~y "ily "ily 
Consequently, since obviously "P is an even function of y, "P is harmonic 
even at A1 and A2• From the regularity conditions (iv) and {v) it follows 
that 1p can have at most removable singularities at the points x= ± 1, 
y=O. Finally, the condition(vi) at infinity and the maximum principle 
show that 1p = 0 and thus it has been proved that p1 is an odd function of y. 
Now, since both Re p1 and Im p1 are, harmonic in the cut plane, functions 
q,1(z) and q,2(z) exist that are analytic in the z=x+iy-plane, cut along 
Imz=O, -l<Rez<oo, such that Rep1{x,y)=Req,1(z), Im·p1(x,y)= 
=Re q,2(z). Moreover, since p1 is an odd function of y and harmonic at 
the line y=O,x<-1, we shall have q,1(z)=-q,1(z), q,2(z)=-q,2(z), so 
Rep1 =Hq,1(z)-q,1(z)], Imp1 =Hq,2(z)-q,2(z)]. Finally, putting q,1(z)+ 
+iq,2(z)=D(z), we find that a function .Q(z) must exist that is analytic 
in the cut z-plane and such that 
(9) Pl(x, y)=i[D(z)-.Q(z)]. 
It is easy to see that (for given p1) .Q(z) is uniquely determined apart 
from an additive complex constant. 
From (9) we infer, putting~~ =il'(z) 
(10) "ilq;1 =! [.Q'(z)-.Q'(z)] "ilq;1 = i [.Q'(z)+D'(z)] 
"ilx '"ily 2 
3) i.e. for any x1 and x2 of [0, 1], I V(x,.)-V(x2 )1 ~ 0 lx,.- x1 j", when 0 is a 
constant, independent of x,. and x2• 
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and 
Q' (z) = 01P1 _ i oiP1 
ox oy · 
With the aid of these formulae the conditions on q;I are seen to be 
equivalent to the following conditions on Q(z): 
(i) Q(z) is regular analytic in the cut plane and with its first derivative 
continuous in the closure of this domain, except possibly at z = - I, 
z = I ± iO and z = oo; 





(I2) df "' W(x) e f V(s) ds; 
-1 
(iii) at A2 (Im z=O, I <Re z<oo) we have from (8) and (9) 
(I3) Q+-Q- = Ae-ikx; 
(iv) Q'(z)=O(I) as z---?- I± iO; 
(v) Q'(z)=O((z+l)-t), Q(z)=O((z+I)t) as Z-?- -I; 
(vi) Q'(z)=o(I), Q(z)-D(z)=o(I) as JzJ-?- oo, 
b<arg z< 2:n:- b(for any b> 0), 
Q'(z)=O(l), Q(z)-D(z)=O(I) as Rez-?- +oo. 
It should be remarked that the condition on Q(z) near z= -I, which is 
possible on behalf of the corresponding condition on Q', fixes the additive 
constant in Q(z). This condition has already been used in the derivation 
of (II). 
Following the terminology of Muskhelishvili, we can say that Q(z) 
must be sectionally holomorphic 4 ) in the z-plane with AI and A 2 as arcs 
of discontinuity. 
Let us first consider sectionally holomorphic functions Q0(z) that 
satisfy the homogeneous conditions corresponding to (II) and (I3). Clearly, 
Q0(z) is discontinuous only at AI and here Q;j +D0 =0. Hence Q0(z) must 
have the form 
(I4) 
where R(z) is holomorphic in whole plane, except possibly at z= ±I and 
at infinity. Here and in the sequel the function (z2 -l)t is understood 
4 ) I.e., p. 35. A function .Q(z) is said to be sectionally holomorphic in a domain 
if it is holomorphic in this domain except for some arcs of discontinuity L 1, ... , Ln, 
and if it is continuous up to these arcs, except possible in the endpoints c1, ... , c2n 
of L 1, ... ,Ln, where it is required only that .Q(z)=O((z-ci)-1+81), with Bi > 0. 
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to be one-valued in the z-plane cut along A1 and to be positive at A2• 
Now let .Q(z) satisfy the inhomogeneous conditions (11) and' (13). Let 
z(z) = (z2-1)-• .Q(z). 
Then x(z) is sectionally holomorphic with A1 and A2 as arcs of discon-
tinuity and at these arcs we have: 
(15) 
at A2 : 
(16) 
Let 
z+-x-= -i(1-x2)-1 (D++D-)= 
= -2(1-x2)-1 W(x); 
x+-x-=(xa-1)-• (.Q+-.Q-) = 
=A(x2-1)-t e--tk<ll. 
z ~- ..!:_ 1 W(8) ds 
Xl( ) - ni _{ (1-82)1(8-z) ' 
def 1 00 e- ikB 
X2(z) = 2ni J (82-1)1(8-z) ds. 
Then by a fundamental theorem of Plemelj 6} z1(z) is sectionally holo-
morphic, discontinuous at A1 and here it satisfies (15), whereas z2(z} is 





(19) ~ 2_ l -_I_ 2_ l Jco e-ikB 
.Q2(z)- (z l) Xa(z)- 2ni (z l) 1 (82-1)1(8-z) ds, 
Then .Q(z) is sectionally holomorphic and satisfies the conditions (11) 
and (13). It should be remarked here that D1(z) is discontinuous only 
at A1 and here it satisfies (11), whereas D2(z) is discontinuous both at 
A1 and Ag, at A1 .Q2(z) satisfies the homogeneous condition corresponding 
to (11) and at A2 A.Q2 satisfies (13). 
Further, since 
(l 2)_ 1 ~ (z2-I)l _ sz-1 _ ( 2 1)_ 1 ~ (I- 82)1 
-s ~z s-z - (l-82)l(z2-l)l(8-z)2- z - ~8 8-Z ' 
we have from (18), integrating by parts, 
(20) dDt= 2, (z2-I)-l } (l-82)lV(8)ds. dz n~ _1 8-z 
6 ) MusKHELISHVILI, l.c., p. 42. Here only finite arcs of discontinuity are con-
sidered. The extension to the present situation is immediate, however. 
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Similarly, since 
(82-1)-t ~ (z2 -I)t = - (z2- 1)-t ~ [(82 -I)t -1] OZ 8-Z 08 8-Z ' 
(21) dQ2 =-~ (z2-l)-• {e-ik+ik j [(82 -I)t -1] e-iks d8}. dz 2:n:~ 1 8-Z 
In virtue of the cited theorem of Plemelj, these formulae show that 
.Q~ and .Q~ are sectionally holomorphic as well with the same arcs of 
discontinuity as .01 and .02, respectively. 
Consequently, the function .Q(z) as defined by {16) does satisfy the 
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) stated above, for any value of A. In sees 4, 
5 and 6 we shall show that for one definite value of A the regularity 
conditions near z= -1, 1 ± iO and oo are also satisfied. 
The most general sectionally holomorphic function that satisfies {ll) 
and {13) must have the form .Q(z)+.00(z) where .Q(z) is given by (17) 
and .Q0(z) by (14). However, .00{z) can only satisfy the regularity conditions 
if it is identically zero. Hence, the uniqueness of the solution of the 
formulated problem is ensured as soon as the constant A is uniquely 
determined. 
One further conclusion from the foregoing formulae will be useful. 
From (19) and (21) we find 
dQ2 +ik.Q =- ~(z2 -1)-• {e-ik+ik j [ 8+z -1] e->k•d8}. dz 2 2:n:~ 1 (82 -I)t 
The integral can be evaluated in terms of Hankel functions. By a well-
known formula 7) we have for Im k<O 
(22) Joo e- iks d - :n:i H (2) {k) 1 (82-I)t 8--2 o 
and, differentiating with respect to k, 
(23) 
Consequently 
j [ 8+z -1] e-iks d8=- ~ H <Z> (k)- :n:iz H<2> (k)- e-ik 
1 (s2 - l)i 2 1 2 ° ik 
and this formula clearly remains true if k is real and positive. We thus 
find 
(24) P2(z) def d~s +ik.02=fk{z2-1)-•[Hi2>(k)+izH&2>(k)]. 
This function appears to be discontinuous only at Av as could have been 
expected from (13). 
7) ERDELYI, [12], p. 83. 
19 Series A 
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Remark. From (24) it is seen that we can write 
.Q2(z)=~ j eik<w-•> (w2 -1)-i [Hi2>(k)+iwHb2>(Tc)] dw. 
-1 
This formula for .Q2 does not seem to be ·more manageable, however, 
than (19) together with (24) . 
. 
4. The behaviour of .Q' near z = 1. Determination of the constant A 
Since _I_= _I_+ z-I h f (20) 8-z 8-I (8-I) (8-z)' we ave rom 
d!J 1 1 
-
1 =--.(z2-1)- 1 f (1+s) 1 (1-s)- 1 V(s)ds+ dz n~ _1 
-..!., (z+ 1)- 1 (z-1)1 V(1) f (1 +s)1 (1~ s)- 1~ + 
:lf1· _ 1 8-Z 
The second integral equals n[1- (z+ 1)1(z-1)-1]. And since by supposition 
V(s) is Holder-continuous with index e (O<e<!), we have by a theorem 
of Muskhelishvili 8) that the third integral is o((z-1)-1-f-E') as z-+ 1, 
where e1 is any number that satisfies 0<e1 <e. This estimation holds 
uniformly for - :rr;.;;; arg (z- 1).;;; n. Hence, defining 
1 
(25) r '111/11= f (1 +s)-Hm(1-s)-H" V(s) ds, (m, n= 0, 1, ... ) 
-1 
we have near z= 1 
(26) 
Further we have 
n () 1 { 2 1)•{2-i -ik Joo d8 ~<l'2 z = 2ni z - e 1 (8-I)l(8-z) + 
00 [ e-iks e-ik] d8 } 
+ / (8+ 1)1- 2i"" (8-I)i(8-Z) · 
The first -integral equals n{1-z)-• (with the radical continuous and 
positive for z real and < 1) and the second one is clearly 0(1) as z-+ 1. 
Since, with the adopted definitions of the radicals, 
(z2 -1)• (1-z)-1 = 2• i sgn (Im z) + O(z-1) as z-+ 1, 
we thus have near z= 1 ± iO 
8 ) l.c., p. 73. 
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In virtue of this estimation, we have from (24) 
d~2 =ik. 2- 1 [Hi2> (k)+i Hb2> (k)] (z-1)- 1 + 
-!ike-ik sgn (Jmz)+o((z-1) 1). 
Comparing this result with (26) we see that the Kutta condition (iv) 
is satisfied if and only if 9 ) 
(27) A=~ [H!2> (k) +iH!2> (k)]- 1 F n~k 1 o 10• 
so that A is uniquely determined indeed. 
With this value of A we have near z = 1 ± iO 
~~ = -i V(1)-!ikAe-ik sgn (Jmz)+o((z-1)"•). 
Hence .Q'(z) is continuous in the points Z= 1 ± iO and we can say that 
this sectionally holomorphic function has only a single arc of discontinuity, 
namely, Imz=O, -1<Rez<oo. Of course the same applies to .Q(z). 
Finally, introducing the function 
(28) 
we can combine (24) and (27) into 
(29) AP2(z)=A(dZ 2 +ik.Q2) = ~:0 (z2 -1)- 1 {0(k)+z[1-0(k)]} 
The function O(k) has been tabulated (cf. THEODORSON, [13]). 
9) From (22) and (23) we have 
Hi2> (k) +iHb2> (k) = - ~ 1t 00 (:~~r e-ik•ds= ~e-ik j (1 + ~r e-ktdt, 
1 0 
which is clearly different from zero for 0 < k < oo. 
(To be continued) 
